Severe Weather Threat This Afternoon

Increasing threat of severe weather, including the potential for tornadoes

What To Expect

Scattered Thunderstorms

Severe Thunderstorms May Produce

- **Damaging Winds**
  - Capable of downing tree limbs and fences

- **Tornadoes**

- **Damaging Hail**
  - Capable of denting cars and siding

Severe Storms in **Orange Shaded Area (#3)** May Produce

- **Strong Tornadoes**
  - Some may cause extensive damage!

- **Destructive Hail (≥ 2”)**
  - May cause extensive damage and injuries

What You Should Do

✔ Have multiple ways to get weather warnings!

Storm Motion: To the northeast at 40-45 mph
Severe Weather Threat This Afternoon
Preparedness and Safety Information

Tornado Sheltering Guidelines
Seek the best available refuge area **immediately** when a Tornado Warning is issued.
Your chance of surviving a tornado is excellent if you follow these guidelines.

**WORST OPTIONS**
- Mobile homes
- Vehicles
- Underneath a highway overpass

**BAD OPTIONS**
- Large open rooms like gymnasiums
- Manufactured housing

**GOOD OPTIONS**
- Interior room of a well-constructed home or building
- Basement

**BEST OPTIONS**
- Above or below ground Tornado Storm Shelter (NSSA/ICC 500 compliant)*
- Specifically-designed FEMA Safe Room**

*Recommended by FEMA

Find another option → Stay in place until all clear

Additional Resources

**Graphical Hazardous Weather Outlook**
Helps to determine which days you need to be mindful of hazardous weather

**Severe Weather Preparedness**
Severe weather information and resources

**Event-Ready Webpage**
For planning and monitoring weather events

@NWSChicago